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Definition of Health and Safety

Health: 

The protection of the bodies of people from illness resulting from 

exposure to hazardous substances and materials

Safety: 

The protection of people from physical injury and freedom from 

unacceptable risk of harm



MEANING OF VISITOR'S SAFETY MANAGEMENT

Visitor safety management refers to all the processes put together by a 

management to welcome, process, and keep track of all the visitors to 

ensure their safety and security.

Understanding of the premises/venue, possible dangers and 

communication of  procedures during an emergency is the best way of 

improving the safety of visitors within any vicinity. 

A visitor Management System (VMS) will assist with several responsibilities to 

avoid any breach of the duty of care 



Duty of care



Duty of care

Under section 2(2) of the Act the duty of care owed to a visitor is 
“A duty to take such care” in all the circumstances of the case as is 

reasonable to see that the visitor is reasonably safe in using the premises

You will owe a duty of care to any third parties on your land whether they 

are there by your invitation or not. This means that you could be liable for 

any accidents involving anyone on your land caused by the state of your 

premises.





Group Activity

Identifying Hazards

In small groups list all the Hazards in the designated work area





Risk Management

The Swiss Cheese model



Iceberg Model of Accident Costs

Direct Cost

Accident investigation

Payments to injured person

Payments non productive time

Training

Business interruption

Indirect Cost

Loss of reputation

Damage repair

Replacement plant

Compensation

Legal fees

Insurance

Consequences of an Accident



Managerial Factors for 
Successful Safety Management



• Commitment to Safety: resources given to safety, 
safety program, policies and procedures

• Involvement in Safety: visibility at the worksite, 
informal communications with workers, retaining 
personal responsibility for safety

• Priority of Safety: work planning and scheduling, 
safety practices intrinsic to production

Managerial Factors for Successful Safety Management



Managerial Factors for Successful Safety Management

• Interactions : co-operation between workers and management, 
informal contact between workers and management.

• Communication: open door policy by management, feedback to 
employees



Accidents and Supervision Failures



Piper Alpha Disaster 1988 –

The operating company failed to ensure the contract company’s 
supervisor was sufficiently competent in the operation of the permit-to-
work system, and did not do enough to maintain sufficient knowledge of 
the status of work being carried out on the platform. This lack of co-
ordination and communication meant that the operating teams did not 
know which equipment was in a safe state to start (Cullen 1990).



Official_Documentary_of_the_Loveparade_2010_

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NYqf0C2TekTg4zPyDVYEcSZE2jUeh5DN


As a supervisor, do you:

• Demonstrate commitment?

• Identify, assess and control hazards?

• Prepare for emergencies?

• Assign responsibilities?

• Conduct regular inspections?

• Ensure workers receive orientation and training?

• Investigate incidents?

• Involve your workers in health and safety?



Walk through safety inspections should be carried out prior to, during 

and after any event

The following checklist bellow provides some guidance on safety issues 

that you may encounter a during an event.











KNOW YOUR SECURITY RISKS

In terms of security, different events have different needs.

A politician’s campaign speech has a much higher risk than, 

say, a twelve-year-old’s birthday party



• Do we know who is within the building, 

• Who are they visiting and why?

• Have information's related to their safety 

been communicated? 

• Do visitors know where to go in case of an 

emergency?

• Can you reach out to everyone during an 

emergency?

• If something happened, what could be 

the impact?

In order to effectively manage the safety of visitors, some very 

important question must be answered such as



Steps to Implementing Visitor Management

Organizations of all sizes and industries can easily implement a 

visitor management system to monitor visitor traffic in their facility 

by selecting an appropriate system and making minor facility 

and policy changes.



1.visitor management system

2.implementing access control

3.determining key location 

4.train employees/staff members 

5.communication & creating awareness

6.checking out visitors

This includes:



1. SELECT A VISITOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



It's important that the system you choose includes individual visitor ID 

badges and creates a record of visitors.

Appointment confirmation emails

The visitor experience starts before they step foot into your facility. 

Assume they’ve called ahead or schedule online What’s the next 

natural step in welcoming them as a visitor?



Confirmation emails shouldn’t just remind someone of an 

appointment or confirm their visit. They’re an opportunity to set 

the tone and provide hospitable information. You might also 

choose to include

• Instructions for check-in and some FAQs about the check-in process

• Appointment information (who, what, where, when and  why)

• Parking information or directions from nearby transit stations

• Reminders about building policies or office rules

• Contact information for a help desk or a link to reschedule a visit



Wayfinding maps and directions:

An important feature of a good visitor management system is the 

wayfinding component.

visitors need a way to figure out where they’re going once they arrive. 



• Interactivity: through digital signages

• Mobile support: through apps visitors can download offering visitors 

and employees mobile support and directions they can take on-the-

go



• Web support: Web access is also great for providing a facility map on 

the company intranet site.

• Pushed updates: This centralizes data, avoiding issues of outdated 

signage or incorrect maps.

• Dynamic positioning: capture the user’s location and display it on the 

map or when giving directions

• Point-to-point directions: Put in where you are and where you’re 

going to get concise directions on how to get there



Visitor-level access control credentials

The point of check-in is the pinnacle of visitor management.

Once checked in, visitors gain the access they need to your 

facilities in a literal sense. 

Visitor badges are commonplace and useful in keeping guests 

out of areas where they don’t belong. 

Example:

• General visitors get Level I access—all common facilities

• Priority visitors get Level II access—common facilities and floors I and II

• Executive visitors get Level III access—all facilities save for restricted 
access rooms



Instant-access help resources

Even the most structured visitor 

management system can’t 

account for every inevitability

Visitors will need help at some 

point so Make sure they get it.

Instant-access help resources 

can take many forms and offer 

an abundance of convenience 

to the visitor



• A tap-to-call phone number that connects visitors to the 

help desk

• Instant messaging capabilities that connect visitors to the 

person they’re meeting

• Wayfinding mobile pop-ups that notify visitors when they’ve 

gone off course

• A mobile site that lists visitor information in an organized, 

concise way



Visitors shouldn’t ever feel like they’re stranded in your facilities. 

Access to helpful resources should be a priority, and visitors 

should always be aware of these simple lifelines as they 

navigate whether they’re lost or not.



Visitor facility amenities

Above all, a visitor management system should make guests feel 

comfortable. There are a multitude of ways to instill this feeling, and 

it’s often the little things that make a big impact on visitor 

experience

• Free Wi-Fi with an automatic guest login

• Access to comfortable waiting room seating

• Access to a facility directory that lists amenities

• Access to a limited company directory



Keep in mind the baseline needs of every visitor when 

cultivating a visitor management system.

Provide nondescript conveniences and universal amenities 

wherever possible whether it’s easy directions to the nearest 

restroom or high-speed Wi-Fi. 

The more familiar your facilities feel, even to someone who has 

never visited before, the better the visitor experience is bound 

to be.



2. IMPLEMENTING ACCESS CONTROL



To control visitor access to your building, limit the number of 

public entrances. 

After determining your public entrance, make sure all other 

doors are locked. 



Employees can use HID proximity cards to enter the building 

from those other entrances while visitors are required to use the 

monitored public entrance.



3. DETERMINING KEY LOCATION 



Position the visitor log-in system at an entrance near visitor 

parking or in the main lobby. 

Choose your “gatekeeper”, the individual at the entrance, who 

will administer the visitor management system.

You may want to use a receptionist or security guard to sign 

visitors in



4. TRAIN EMPLOYEES/STAFF MEMBERS 



Train employees on the precautions taken to ensure their safety 

and that of all visitors. 

Ensure all persons are competent enough to carry out their roles 

and responsibility.

Ensure all visitors are aware of the new system ahead of time for 

a smoother transition e.g., procedures and locations of key 

facilities with respect to their safety



5. COMMUNICATION & CREATING AWARENESS



Visitors need to be aware of:

• management policies 

• emergency procedures

• restricted areas

• directions e.g., exits and entries 

• smoking policies

• hazards

• Restrooms and other facilities, etc. 

This can be done either verbally or through highly visible signages



KEEP YOUR SECURITY MEASURES VISIBLE



The main goal of security isn’t to respond to threats. The goal is 

to prevent threats from happening in the first place. 

It’s best if a potential agitator sees your security measures and 

moves on.

This is why hiding your security team or putting them undercover 

throughout your event does more harm than good.

Agitators think the event is unprotected and may decide to 

start trouble.



In one case, an event organizer placed metal detectors at the entrances 

to the event but hid them with clever décor. 

The result was an abnormally high number of people attempting to enter 

with weapons.

When they uncovered the metal detectors for the next day, fewer people 

tried to enter with prohibited items.



By making your security team and devices obvious, you also make your 

attendees feel safer. 

They know you’ve enlisted the help of people and tools to protect their 

wellbeing. 

In the event of an emergency, they know where to find help.



CREATE SECURITY CHECKPOINTS



One of the keyways to protect people from security threats is to set up 

checkpoints away from the gathering that attendees must pass through to 

get inside. 

This forces agitators to confront security personnel (or even just your 

registration staff) long before they can cause any damage

For instance, instead of installing your registration desk right outside an 

auditorium’s doorway, you would want to place it a few hundred feet 

away in the facility’s lobby. 

This way if an uninvited person tries to enter, they’ll be stopped before they 

reach the crowd.



MATCH IDS TO REGISTRATION INFORMATION



To make sure people who attend the event belong there, it’s important to 

collect identifying information in advance when they register.

multiple data points  like name, date of birth, and address (or similar) make 

it harder for an intruder to assume someone else's identity.



That’s the best way to confirm identifies, but it’s not always feasible. 

However, if someone fails to bring ID or their ID doesn’t match your 

registration information, it’s best not to let them in.

If you don’t require registration to attend your event (meaning they 

haven’t been pre-screened), you must check their belongings. 

Then, you go to a hand-held metal detector wand. And then lastly, if none 

of those things are available, you do a bag check.”



CONSIDER CYBER THREATS AS WELL



Not all event security risks are physical So its important to take some steps 

to protect visitors' data, identities, and devices.

• password protected Wi-Fi service though not practical during large 

events, it will safeguard against security threats by keeping unwanted 

parties off the network. 

• Share password through means only the intended persons can access, 

like in the registration materials or through customized  event app.

• Having an IT department to ensure malicious parties can’t use it to sneak 

data on or off visitors' devices.



DEVELOP AN EMERGENCY PLAN



An emergency response plan has to be created and 

communicated prior to the event. 

The purpose of the plan is to draft a procedure that everyone 

will enact in the event of a disaster.

Always remember, failing to plan is planning to fail



The plan should include and take into consideration:

• All possible emergency situations that may arise

• Different ways to mass evacuate the event, if need be, e.g., in case of a fire.

• What to do when there’s an active shooter.

• The locations of safe room areas and fire fighting equipment’s

• First aid facilities 

• Where staff should meet during an emergency (emergency assembly points)

• How staff will communicate during an emergency.

• How you’ll direct guests during an emergency.

• Signage and notifications for guests regarding how to respond.



With a visitor safety management system, it's just as important to 

know when visitors exit your building.

Requiring visitors to stop by a log out area after their visit will give 

you a comprehensive knowledge of who is in the building at any 

given time.



ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES 



Organizational chart roles & responsibilities 

1. Incident manager (IM) 

has the ultimate responsibility for strategic management in terms 

of the  implementation of the Crowd Management Plan. This will 

be in consultation with the Public Operation Team, incident 

commander along with the Safety and Security Manager. 

They will work with all stakeholder’s and Dubai expo 2020 

authorities to oversee and implement all strategic crowd safety 

operations.



Organizational chart roles & responsibilities 

2.Incident commander (IC)

is responsible for assisting in the deployment of the team,  

monitoring of the queueing areas, logging and reporting of all 

relevant incidents to the incident manager.

They will also assist in ensuring that all staff are briefed correctly, 

this is primarily done through the Supervisors’ briefing.

3.Backup incident commander (BIC)

Shall cover in the absence of the incident commander and shall 

report all incidents to the IM and IC.



Organizational chart roles & responsibilities 

4.Response Teams

These staff will carry out any security function that is 

identified as a ‘Licensable Activity’  under the Private 

Security Industry (Security Industry Regulatory Agency), 

in and around the  Pavilion to ensure the protection 

and security of people, assets and property.



5. CHECKING OUT VISITORS.



The queue system is marked out by barriers to ensure an undeviating fair for all 

process  of queuing to avoid a bulk queue.

It is planned that the main entry will be positioned at the right-hand side of the 

open square.

Queuing



The queueing system will be organized in two phases before the visitors get to the 
entry  doors (The welcome area)

a. The Open Square – this area will be set up as the free flow - but a predefine system 

with stanchions barriers to show and assist with smooth visitors’ movement.

b.The ‘Ramp’ – This area is design as a disable ramp but again a versatile area that will 

accommodate up to 30 persons as per 2 meters social distancing and the  

recommended 25 to 30 persons to enter at a time

This queue will also allow the visitors to have information delivered to them about 

different  activities such as event timetabling, and schedule performances, condition of 

entry, and  search procedures.

Queuing



The proposed queueing system should be large enough to house 

adequate visitors safely and comfortably. This queueing area should be 

in close proximity to ancillary welfare  facilities such as toilets, waste 

bins, and medical staff.

Queuing



• The possession of prohibited items and or suspected illegal items will 

not be allowed to  enter the KSA Pavilion. A multifaceted and robust 

set of tactics will be used to counter  this threat and therefore 

maintain a high level of safety from EXPO 2020 and within the 

Pavilion.

• Customers will be encouraged to safely leave or discard any 

prohibited items or items that’s  not allowed to enter the pavilion at 

anywhere that convenient to them at their own risk

Prohibited Items



• To address the risk of those having gained access to the Pavilion with 

prohibited items the  deployment of security team will assist with the 

detection of these individuals.

• Pre-event information distribution – Prior to the opening of the 

pavilion visitors will be warn about prohibited items

Prohibited Items



Identification of signage.

Safe Place Signs:



Identification of signage.

Fire Signs:



Identification of signage.

Prohibition Signs:



Mandatory Action Signs:

Identification of signage.



Identification of signage.

Precaution Signs:



First Aid

An employer has a duty to make appropriate first-aid provision for his 
employees and to his Visitors which include:

• Facilities: 

– An appropriate location where first-aid treatment can be given.

• Equipment: 

– Suitably stocked first-aid kits and other equipment.

• Personnel:

– Trained staff.

Must inform people of these arrangements.



'The 3 Ps’

Basic principle of first aid is to keep the injured person alive until 
professional medical assistance arrives, sometimes called 'The 3 
Ps':

Preserve life.

Prevent deterioration.

Promote recovery.

Also provide treatment for minor injuries.



Fire Evacuation

• Means of escape – staircases, corridors.

• Emergency evacuation procedures

• Role and appointment of fire marshals

• Fire drills for exercise.

• Building plans to include record of emergency escape



Management of 
visitor's safety 
within the
EXPO 2020





The global fair is expected to draw 25 million visits during its six-month 

run starting October 1, and health safety is the biggest concern for 

visitors and participants.

Putting all concerns to rest, the team at Expo 2020 has revealed the 

extensive Covid preparedness and strict health and safety guidelines to 

ensure the event will be one of the safest.

From crowd patrolling Robots that ensure social distancing to AI-assisted 

queue controlling and isolation rooms to roving paramedics, hand 

sanitizing stations and emergency aid clinics at the site, Expo 2020 team 

has gone above and beyond to offer visitors a safe experience.

Management of visitor's safety in EXPO 2020



Safety precautions at the expo 2020

• Segregation of vehicle and pedestrian routes with additional signal-

controlled crossroads to prevent accidents

• Check in stations on each entrance which ensures prohibited goods 

stay out



• Speed limits set within the expo 2020 and radars 

installed to control movement of vehicle within the 

expo



• Full time CCTV monitoring to ensure security within the expo project



• buses have been provided to  minimize long distance walks for visitors



• Police, Civil defense, and ambulance services always available 24/7 

to ensure the safety and security of everyone 



• A queue system is marked out by barriers to ensure an undeviating 

fair for all process  of queuing to avoid a bulk queue.

Safety precautions at the KSA pavilion



• Ramps to ease the movement of people of determination

• Security men at all areas to ensure total security of the premises

• Access controls for private rooms and restricted areas

Safety precautions at the KSA pavilion



• CCTV monitoring system  and control room for continues  

monitoring  and control of activities within the KSA pavilion

• Washroom facilities well maintained and disinfected as per the 

expo 2020 rules and regulations 

• Expo 2020 Covid 19 rules and regulations strictly followed to 

minimize all chances of infection such as:

✓ Mandatory face mask for everyone entering the pavilion
✓ Maintaining social distancing 

✓ Hand sanitization

✓ Disinfection of frequently touched surfaces

Safety precautions at the KSA pavilion



• Providing training to all employees with respect to safety 

• Providing means of escape, fire fighting equipment’s, and  first aid 

facilities

• Providing competent and efficient emergency response team and 

ensuring all protocols are followed.

Safety precautions at the KSA pavilion



• Providing emergency evacuation plan on each floor and ensuring 

emergency drills are done to evaluate their efficiency 

• Ensuring assembly points are available and their locations have been 

communicated to both staffs and visitors

• Ensuring emergency are available numbers are communicated

Safety precautions at the KSA pavilion



Thank you


